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Summary of the Sister City Senior Officials Seminar on International Cooperation 
From 12 to 16 March 2018 at Novotel Bangkok on Siam Square Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand 

 
 
Introduction 
  The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) attaches great importance to friendly 
relations with its 35 sister/friendship cities all over the world.  The BMA’s International Affairs Office would 
like to strengthen its role as the facilitator for international cooperation and to support plan and activities 
hosted by its sister cities.  Therefore, the Sister City Senior Officials Seminar on International 
Cooperation was organized from 12 - 16 March 2018 in order to foster and strengthen friendly ties; to have 
an overview of city best practices; and to learn how sister cities implement their plans and program activities. 
 
   The Seminar was attended by delegates from Phnom Penh (the Kingdom of Cambodia) 
Dalian, Chengdu, Shandong Province, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Wuhan (People's Republic of China);  
Budapest (Hungary); Jakarta (the Republic of Indonesia); Fukuoka (Japan); Seoul (the Republic of Korea); 
Ulaanbaatar (Mongolia) Moscow (the Russian Federation); Ho Chi Minh and Thua Thien Hue (the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam); Porto (the Portuguese Republic).  The list of delegates appears as Annex A.  
 
Opening Ceremony 
  Opening remarks was delivered by Mr. Patarut Dardarananda, Permanent Secretary for the 
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration.  He extended a warm welcome to delegates of the Sister City Senior 
Officials Seminar on International Cooperation.  He further expressed his appreciation for the participation and 
contribution of delegates to the Seminar.  He also added that, with the capability of experienced participants, 
the delegates should be able to come up with creative ideas, suggestions and plans for future cooperation 
that will mutually benefit the development of all cities.  The full text of his speech appears as Annex B. 
 
Presentation Session on the 13th of March 2018 
The first day of the Seminar dedicated for city presentations focusing on the overview of city best practices, 
program activities on international cooperation, and annual plans. The presentation will take 10 minutes for 
each city. Proposed topics for the presentations are: 

1.1 Environment and Quality of Life 
1.2 Culture, Recreation, and Tourism 
1.3 Education and Youth Development 
1.4 Trade Promotion and Urban Economy 
1.5 Other fields that the cities consider that they want to share  

 
1. Budapest  
Delegation: -  Dr. Péter Szegvári  Chief Advisor to the Mayor 
 -  Ms. Szabina Nagyváradi Chief Expert of International Relations 

 
  Budapest’s best practices mainly emphasize on new values of innovation, research and 
education.  For example, urban development (in line with the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development), partnership governance and territorial competitiveness in the European Region.  Budapest  
has long-term urban development plan to be a creative and innovative city under program of “Budapest 
2030”, focusing on leisure, recreation, culture changing necessities, new-markets and well – being 
competitiveness and sustainability.  
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  Resources of Budapest that added values to world’s creativity and innovation include 
creative industry which is the pillar of the EU economy, accounting for 4.5 % of Hungary’s GDP; young  
target audience ranging from the middle class and mid-generation towards the “start-up city” and “cool-
capital”; innovation programs which are tools of social integration; Innovation Complex Centers based on 
“triple-helix method” and regional and international cooperation as a city of cooperation. 
  In aspect of cultural and tourism cooperation, Budapest has organized the Four Thematic 
festivals and fairs comprising Budapest Spring Festival, Budapest Spring Fair, Budapest Summer Festival,  
CAFe Budapest Contemporary Arts Festival and Budapest Christmas Fair with music and dance performances, 
handicraft, gastronomy. In addition, Budapest strengthened the relationship with cities by organizing the events 
such as “BudapestFest” in Shanghai and “Amazing Shanghai” in Budapest, Two Nations - One Camera Ankara-
Budapest photo exhibition, Budapest Days in Ankara and Ankara Days in Budapest.  Every year, Budapest hosts 
the Travel Exhibition in Budapest and Festival of Folk Arts in Budapest with a special guest city or country. 
  Budapest supported youth development and sports through exchange programs on a 
mutual basis such as hosting thematic youth camps, providing Stipendium Hungaricum scholarship program 
(State level) and promoting sport tournament among the youth from 4 cities particularly Budapest, Bratislava, 
Ljubljana and Zagreb with a special guest city. In addition, Budapest intents to be a European capital of sport 
in 2019. 
  Budapest proposed to have the future cooperation in field of sustainable public 
procurement project and low carbon projects, cooperation in water management and public transport 
development.  
 
2. Chengdu  
Delegation: -  Mr. Zhong Laizhao Inspector (Director-General Level) of Chengdu Municipal Foreign 
     and Overseas Chinese Affairs Office 
  -  Mr. Ou Yusong  Chief of International Cooperation and Exchanges Division of  
     Chengdu University 
  -  Ms. Yang Qiao  Interpreter and chief staff of Chengdu Municipal Foreign and 
     Overseas Chinese Affairs Office 
 
  Chengdu has successfully organized the international sister cities events in Chengdu and 
invited delegates from Chengdu’s sister cities across the globe to Chengdu for exchanges and networking,  
for example, 2018 Chengdu International Sister Cities Youth Music Festival, 2018 Chengdu International Sister 
Cities Sculptures Creation and Exhibition, 2018 Innovation Forum for Mayors of International Sister Cities of 
Chengdu under the frame of 2018 China (Chengdu) Global Innovation and Entrepreneurship Fair, 2018 
Chengdu Civil Servant Exchange Program for International Sister Cities.  
  In term of youth exchange, Chengdu has successfully organized the education programs  
with sister cities such as “Picture Yourself in Perth” Students Exchange Program, Montpelier Primary School  
in Chengdu and Chengdu Primary School in Montpelier, Horsens kindergarten and Primary School in Chengdu, 
Thai Language Institute of Chiang Mai University in Chengdu University, Chengdu Municipal Government 
Scholarship for Students from International Sister Cities, etc.  
  In regard to successful promotion of the International Industry Parks by sister cities, the 
twining with Montpelier, Bonn and Gimcheon has greatly promoted the establishment and development  
of Sino-France Eco-Park in Chengdu, Sino-Germany (Pujiang) Small and Medium Enterprises Cooperation  
Park in Chengdu, and Sino-Korea Innovation and Entrepreneurship Park in Chengdu. 
  Chengdu has also successfully promoted trade and economic cooperation. Twining with 
Lodz, China-EU Block Trains starting from Chengdu now arrives further in Germany, Netherlands and France 
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etc. via Lodz, bringing more goods and products to and from Europe. Trade Offices of countries along the 
Belt and Road Initiative have been set one after another in Chengdu due to the sister cities platform. 
Furthermore, Chengdu has successfully organized and co-organized overseas events in its sister cities, such  
as Panda Chengdu in Sister Cities, Chengdu Culture and Food Festival, Chinese Spring Festival in Sister Cities. 

 
3. Dalian  
Delegation: -  Mr. Liu Jianjiu Deputy Director - General of Dalian Foreign Affairs Office Division 

-  Mrs. Jiang Chunmei Director of Dalian Foreign Affairs Office 
-  Ms. Gao Yang Officer of Dalian Foreign Affairs Office 
 
Dalian delegate gave an introduction of Dalian which is located in central northeastern  

part of Asia and southern tip of northeast of China covering the land area of 12,500 km² and maritime  
space of 29,000 km².  With a population of nearly 7 million, Dalian is an important port, industry and  
tourism city.  Dalian represents an important hub in terms of foreign trade and cooperation with Northeast 
Asian countries, as well as bridgehead and extension of “the Belt and Road” initiative.  Dalian boasts of  
three industrial clusters namely petrol-chemicals, equipment manufacturing and software & IT services.  
The first aircraft carrier of China is built in Dalian. Last year, Dalian received over 77 million tourists totally, 
wherein 1 million were from abroad, increasing 12% and 6% respectively. With 60 foreign financial 
institutions, Dalian is also the settlement center of northeast China. Dalian Commodities Exchanges is  
the largest futures market of oils & oil seeds and the second largest agricultural products futures market  
in the world. Dalian is affluent in human resources. It owns more than one hundred scientific institutions,  
30 universities, 53 thousand doctor and master degree students, 360 thousand bachelor-degree students  
at school. 

Dalian had been free port for three times in its history and Dalian is one of the cities  
opened earliest in China.  Dalian Pilot Free-Trade Zone covers an area of almost 60 km².  It follows 
international rules and regulations in terms of investment liberalized, trade, international financial services 
and modernized administration.  Dalian Pilot Free-Trade Zone develops port logistics, finance and trade, 
advanced equipment manufacturing, high-tech, circular economy, shipping service, etc.  Currently, it is 
applying for the construction of the most advanced opening-up platform-the free port.  

Dalian port which was launched its construction in 1898 has 111 maritime shipping lines.       
It bears over70% sea cargo and over 90% container shipping of northeast China. In this connection, Dalian 
port seeks cooperative opportunities from the perspective of port exchanges and established sister ports  
with the ports of Kitakyushu (Japan), Oakland (America), Houston (America) and Bahia Blanca (Argentina).    

In terms of Economic cooperation, Dalian analyzes the industrial advantages of both  
Dalian and  sister cities, cooperating with each other in the industries that have the potential for win-win 
achievements such as cooperation with Kitakyushu (Japan) in the fields of industry, environmental protection, 
tap water technology, etc.; cooperation with Le Havre (France) which is the first large-scale  Sino-foreign joint 
venture in the field of petro-chemical; technological cooperation with Bremen (Germany) in space life science 
experiments. 

In terms of Cultural Exchanges, Dalian endeavors to introduce the culture of China and 
Dalian to the outside world, as well as to learn cultures of other countries and regions. Dalian has paired  
with 37 international sister cities. Sister cities are the major platforms to carry out international cultural 
exchanges. Dalian has been introduced its culture to the visiting delegations, for example, by arranging 
programs for foreign delegations to visit the cultural icons of Dalian.  Dalian also promotes cultural exchanges 
of cultural groups between Dalian and sister cities at important events, such as inviting Maizuru (Japan)  
art delegation to exhibit painting works in Dalian Art museum during the 35th anniversary of the establishment 
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of sister cities between the two cities; inviting Le Havre (France) to put on Napoleon Bonaparte Cultural Relics 
Exhibition in Dalian for its 30th anniversary of sisterhood; assisting Dalian Modern Museum to exhibit Exhibition 
of Embroidery Collection in Maizuru and Le Havre. Dalian is also exploring new ways of cultural exchanges, 
such as encouraging painters of Dalian to paint the scenery of sister cities, making special shoots in sister 
cities, so that Dalian citizens could have a deeper understanding of its sister cities. 

In terms of tourist exchanges, Dalian is a well-known tourist city in North-east Asia and  
has developed colorful festivals, such as Lantern Festival, Cherry Blossom Festival, International Acacia 
Flower Festival, International Beer Festival, International Fashion/Garment Fair, International Hot Spring  
and skiing Festival, etc. Currently, Dalian Airport has 28 international routes, including regular lines with 15 
cities in Japan, South Korea, Russia, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, etc. Dalian has many tourism 
agreements with many sister cities and other foreign cities, such as Bremen (Germany), Ohrid (Macedonia),  
Da Nang (Vietnam), Siem Reap (Cambodia), etc. 

In terms of youth exchanges, Dalian regards youth exchanges as an important channel for     
a city’s international exchanges.  Activities include regular mutual visits, attending each other’s theme events, 
etc.  Dalian has established youth exchange mechanisms with many sister cities of Japan, South Korea, 
France, etc.  In recent years, Dalian also actively promote youth exchanges with Southeast Asian cities. For 
example, we dispatched delegation to attend the Fifth Bangkok Sister City Youth Program, and signed youth 
exchange agreement with Bangkok. 

In terms of human resources exchange, Dalian has training program and civil servant 
exchanges with sister cities, for example, Kitakyushu, Maizuru, Imari offered training to Dalian personnel  
in medical service, urban construction, electronics, etc. Bremen cooperated with Dalian in the fields of 
medical service, disaster relief, police service, etc. Dalian set up civil servant exchange programs with  
Chuncheon and Incheon (South Korea), Le Havre (France), etc, that all laid a good foundation for sister 
exchanges.  
                        In terms of exhibition exchanges, there are more than 100 exhibitions are held  
every year as Dalian is known as a famous exhibition city.  In recent years, on the basis of the mature 
practices of exhibition exchanges with Japan and South Korea, Dalian is also actively promoting the 
exchanges with Southeast Asian cities. This year, Dalian will further carry out the “Belt and Road” Initiative, 
strengthen cooperative relations with its sister and cooperative cities in many aspects, and at the same  
time actively expand its circle of friends, so as to establish more sister cities. 
 
4. Fukuoka  
Delegation:  -  Ms. Keiko Yoshida Assistance Section Leader, Regional Affairs Division,  
     International Affairs Bureau, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan 
  -  Ms. Motoko Kubota Representative, Fukuoka Prefectural Government Bangkok Office 
   
  Ms. Keiko Yoshida presented overview of about Fukuoka Prefecture and Ms. Motoko Kubota 
gave introduction on the Bangkok Office of Fukuoka Prefectural Government.  Fukuoka Prefecture is located  
in the southwestern part of Japan with population of 5.1million and the GDP of 171 billion US dollars.  
Fukuoka has been the gateway to Asia both geographically and historically since ancient times.  The city  
has excellent living and education environments with mild temperature.  There are foreign residents about 
65,000 people and foreign exchange students about 16,000 People and it also locates UN-HABITAT Fukuoka 
Regional Office (Asia and the Pacific) and overseas diplomatic establishment (U.S.A., Korea, China, Australia, 
Vietnam).  There are daily direct flights between Fukuoka and Bangkok and is operated by Thai Airways and  
as the flight time is one hour shorter than Tokyo, it is easier for Thai people to reach Fukuoka.  Tourists can 
enjoy good food and many beautiful scenery in Fukuoka in all seasons. 
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  Ms. Motoko Kubota presented that Fukuoka representative office in Bangkok was established 
in October 2010 with 4 staff (2 Japanese and 2 Thai).  Main activities are to support Fukuoka companies to 
expand the export of local products, to attract tourists, and to conduct exchange programs with sister cities. 
The office is responsible for 10 ASEAN countries and India.  
  Fukuoka prefecture, in the past, has had experienced with pollution problems accompanied 
with the economic growth. The city utilized and shared its experience with other Asian countries. In 2012 
Fukuoka signed a MOU with Bangkok in cooperating with the circulation of Environmental education. The 
Bangkok educators come to Fukuoka for training seminars and help create a supplementary text for 
elementary school children.  Currently in Bangkok, there are 12 elementary schools that teaches 
environmental education and is planning to have all school teach it in the future. 

 Fukuoka and Bangkok have cooperatively implemented the Preventive Long-term Care  
(PLC) Project in Bangkok supported by Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) since February 2017.  
The project focuses on promoting two kinds of exercise, locomotion training and Cognicase, among the 
citizens of Bangkok. The exercise was originally developed in Japan to prevent long-term care. 

 Fukuoka has also conducted youth exchange program every year since 2010 and has 
provided students with the opportunities of interaction with Japanese students in high school as well as 
home-stay in Fukuoka. In this program, students with specialization in field of digital contents would have 
chance to co-produce short videos in order to learn and educate intercultural exchange through co-working. 
 
5. Ho Chi Minh 
Delegation:   Ms. Nguyen Thi Tuyen Official from Division of Political and Economic Affairs,  
     Department of External Relations 
 
            Ho Chi Minh City realizes the importance of youth and education development with  
sister cities. Previously, Ho Chi Minh City has supported official exchange program with Busan, Korea and 
Osaka, Japan with purpose of cultural exchange. In this connection, Ho Chi Minh City delegates shared the 
outstanding activities; for instance, World Cultural Festival in 2017 to commemorate the 27th anniversary  
of diplomatic relations between Korea and Vietnam. 
   Ho Chi Minh City presented its sister city activity plans such as conducting regular sister  
city activities, seeking new cooperation with sister cities, strengthening new relationships with other cities  
and celebrating significantly multilateral relations. 
            At present, Ho Chi Minh City received the autonomous power to manage financial 
administration such as tax, fine and fee collection apart from receiving central budget. In 2017 to 2020,  
there will be significant changes in Ho Chi Minh City such as smart city establishment by establishing 
innovative center combining center for future finance (Area 2), Saigon Hi-Tech Park (Area 9) and Thu Duc  
Area where technologies can be used for facilitating such as procurement, human resource and salary 
management, etc. 
 
6. Jakarta  
Delegation:  Ms. Melissa Aesthetica Technical Expert Staff, Sister City Cooperation Sub-Division,  
     International Cooperation Division 
 
  In 2014, the Governor of Jakarta envisioned a system to simplify application for licenses  
and administrative documents. Integrated One-Stop Service is an online application services which has been 
launched on January 2015 and available via website http://pelayanan.jakarta.go.id/.  To register for service 
account, users are encouraged to present Jakarta Citizens’ ID card.  Manual services are also available  
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through 300+ service points (267 sub-district offices, 44 district offices, 5 administrative city offices, 1 regency 
office and 1 provincial office at the Jakarta City Hall). This services more than 500 licenses and administrative 
documents, including business permits, building permits, professional practice permit, personal certificates  
(to obtain police records, housing loans, etc.), research recommendations, etc.  
  In aspect of international relations, the cooperation between Jakarta and Bangkok has been 
lasted in various fields of cooperation such as trade and investment, tourism promotion, traffic management, 
city planning, human resources management, and city administration. 
  In this regard, Jakarta shared its best practices on the protection of Setu Babakan Betawi 
heritage site, an area designed to preserve the heritage and culture of the Betawi People, as well as local  
and international tourism site.  The heritage site situates around Setu Babakan, which is a natural lake settled 
by around 3.000 indigenous Betawi families.  The area is managed by the Jakarta Capital City Government  
and Setu Babakan Administration Unit with the assistance of the Advisory Board consisting of local figures.  
Setu Babakan is a place where used to exhibit Betawi culture such as traditional dances, wedding ceremonies 
and food. In this connection, Jakarta hopes to learn from Sister Cities on how to develop the area in a 
sustainable manner which benefits the local people. 
  Ms. Aesthetica also presented Jakarta Creative Hub, a co-working space modeled after  
similar centers in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, which is one of Jakarta’s Sister Cities.  It contains offices, 
workspaces, classrooms for workshops, and tools for creative production involving textile, leather, metal  
and wood which supports digital design and production. It also provides facilities such as 3-D printers and 
laser cutters. These facilities can be rented by members (individuals or institutions) for a low fee. In order  
to use the services, Jakarta Citizens’ ID and portfolio/proposal are required for membership.  Establishment  
of the Jakarta Creative Hub is intended for product prototyping and designing, not mass production.   
Works may be exhibited and sold at the Hub. 
 
7. Moscow  
Delegation:  Ms. Maria Pasugilova Consultant to the Department for External Economic and  
     International Relations 
 
  In dimension of environment and quality of life, Moscow has many interesting projects 
comprising One Million Trees Project which helps increase the city’s green fund as a way to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate change, Price Water House Coopers Rating which made 
Moscow become the first on five indicates of ten, and formation of a modern urban development aiming  
to renovate quality housing.  
  For cultural and tourism promotion, Moscow created a lot of public parks; for example,  
the Zaryadye Landscape Park which has a total area of 10.2 hectares and attract 12 million people every 
year, the Island of Dreams entertainment park which has a total area of 280 000 m² and attract 10 million 
people every year and The Luzhniki Olympic Park which has a total area of 221 000 m², making its capacity 
reach at 81,000 people. 
  Moscow strongly devotes for education and youth development; for example, 224,000 
computers, 17,000 interactive whiteboards, 28,000 multimedia projectors are provided. Distance education, 
open education resources such as electronic textbooks and libraries, online receipt and submission of 
homework are also available. In addition, Moscow holds annual international school Olympiads between 
students from different countries. 
  In the field of trade and urban economy promotion, Moscow has renovated parks and 
streets for the total area of 651 hectares, attracting 25 million people annually. Moscow also launches the  
car sharing project which involves 5 companies to work with. This project provides more than 7,000 trips  
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per day in Moscow. Lastly, Moscow has many public sites under administration like VTB Arena, Dynamo 
stadium and sports academy.  There are also residential areas, which provide conference halls, parks, cafes, 
restaurants, shops and entertainment facilities for public and event organizers. In addition, the City of Moscow 
is developing sport infrastructures and preparing to host the World Cup 2018.  
  For the outstanding projects, Moscow showed that “Moscow Urban forum”, which was 
organized last year, attracted 414 speakers from 68 countries, and development of transport infrastructure  
by integrating railways with other types of public transport. More than 5,000 new houses in the area of 4,700 
hectares for industrial zones are being reorganized by the City.  
  In term of sister city activities, Moscow organizes “Days of Moscow” in its Asian and 
European sister cities like Berlin, Paris, Nice, Marseille, Lima, Mexico, Tokyo, etc., to boost cooperation with 
them, and the Days of Genoa, Beijing, Chengdu, Budapest, etc. will be also equivalently held in Moscow. 
 
8. Phnom Penh  
Delegation: -  Ms. Phan Sopheaknita  Chief of Public Relations and International Cooperation Office 
 -  Ms. Khon Khema Officer of Public Relations and International Cooperation Office 
   
  Phnom Penh is the largest city in Cambodia with 1.8 million inhabitants.  It locates on the 
southern of central area of Cambodia and on the junction of Tonle Sap River, Mekong River and Basak River. 
These rivers provided the ecology system of fresh water and the river with potentials which is the main 
resources for sustainable environment.  
  Phnom Penh has been an urban area since 1443 and built its infrastructures as city during 
French colonial regime. Before 1970, the city of Phnom Penh was acknowledged as the pearl of Indochina. 
Unfortunately, between 1970 and 1975, Phnom Penh fell into civil war.  In the genocidal regime of 1975 – 
1979, all the people living in the city were expelled to live in the remote areas. Infrastructure was destroyed 
as a result of war, bombing and various covert war strategies, giving more various disasters to the root. After 
the liberation on 7th January 1979, people who survived returned to live in the abandoned house in the city. 
  After that urban renewal has been implemented focusing on the infrastructures 
development.  Priority was given to physical regeneration (water supply, food control, electricity, 
transportation, telecommunication, drainage and sanitation, solid waste management, and environmental 
improvements) and social infrastructures (public parks and gardens, health services, education, security,  
and controls of drugs and human trafficking). Phnom Penh is now encountering the challenges such as 
maintaining its position as the driving force in Cambodia’s economic development because of its location  
on Indochina’s South Corridor and Growth Corridor, accumulating more economic activities, improving its 
physical functions to be more sophisticates city with high mobility and IT, and making the city 
environmentally friendly. 
  Phnom Penh realizes the importance of enhancing relationships between Phnom Penh  
and its sister cities in order to strengthen the current relationships and emphasize on pragmatic plan. 
Nowadays, Phnom Penh has sister city networks from all around the world such as Shanghai, Seoul, 
Kitakyushu, Cleveland, Paris, Bangkok, etc. Moreover, Phnom Penh is seeking more opportunity to build  
more relationship with the new cities such as Changsha, Guangzhou, Zhejiang, Zhengzhou and Beijing. 
 
 
 
9. Porto  
Delegation:   Mr. João Paulo Correia da Cunha, Head of International Relations and Protocol Office 
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  Porto takes an intensive interest in international relations issue by linking with international 
associations of cities, membership in international professional organizations, establishing city-to-city  
alliances and participating in international research teams and study commissions. Therefore, Porto political 
representatives and staff in the city departments, boards and commissions assume the role of international 
ambassadors for the city, as they interact worldwide in both political and economic diplomacy that include 
all actions that contribute to the affirmation abroad of the national economic structure. 
  Previously, Porto took the special events as opportunities to develop the international 
dimension such as Cultural Wine festival in Bordeaux, France, collaborating to build a new public library in 
East Timor and organizing “Republic Week” and seminar on political decentralization in Cape Verde. In 2018, 
Porto has on-going projects such as participating at Brno Biennale of Graphic Design as invited city, organizing 
Porto’s Day at Brno, Czech Republic, participating in Romanian work of Art installed at Porto and participating 
in Nagasaki’s Atomic Bomb Anniversary.  
  Porto is now looking for win-win relations with interest in developing the international action 
namely through cultural projects that promote the exchange of knowledge about different realities,  
educational and training programs, projects related to the city management, namely, dealing with urban 
tourism growth, innovation projects, city-to-city alliances and participating in international research teams and 
study commissions. 
 
10. Seoul  
Delegation: -  Mr. Kim Ki Hyun Director of International Relations Division,  

    Seoul Metropolitan Government 
  -  Mr. Lee Kyung Ho  Manager of International Relations Division,  

    Seoul Metropolitan Government 
   
  In 1950, Seoul, a capital of South Korea, was destroyed by the Korean War. Since 1960s, 
Seoul had worked to rebuild the city with a focus on urban development. From 1980, Seoul had renewed 
under-developed areas outside Seoul to prepare for the 1988 Seoul Olympics. After the games, further  
urban development continued. In 2000, Seoul focused on building a sustainable smart city. In dimension  
of environment and quality of life enhancement, Seoul launched policies such as energy policy by using 
wastewater heat, public rental housing and Cheonggyecheon stream regeneration. In aspect of transportation, 
citizens are encouraged to use public transportation such as subway and bus by using T-money card, and  
Owl Bus, which services at night time, operates 70 buses on 9 bus routes. 
  Seoul delegate also introduced some of the major policies of Seoul for sustainable 
development, Seoul’s urban regeneration projects are good examples. In the past, Seoul built an overpass  
by covering the Cheonggye Stream downtown.  This led to more traffic congestion and decline of the 
surrounding areas. Seoul decided to restore the area by removing the overpass. Now the area has become 
one of Seoul’s best tourist attractions. In addition, Seoul created an ecological park over the area which  
used to be a landfill. 
  Seoul is also making an efforts to create a better public transportation system for citizens.  
For instance, Seoul operates “Owl Buses” for travelers during nighttime using big data, offering free Wi-FI in 
subways to ensure citizen convenience, and providing platform screen doors and CCTVs to ensure safety as 
well. 
  Seoul has a traffic operation center called “TOPIS” that collects information from the GPS  
of buses, CCTVs and transit cards, processes them and provides the data to the police, broadcasting stations 
and private operators. Citizens can check the data in real time through broadcasting, apps and text messages. 
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  At recent time, Seoul is adopting various effective and eco-friendly energy conservation 
policies using solar energy and LEDs. This helps reduce energy consumption equivalent to one Nuclear Power 
Plant. Moreover, Seoul has sewage and waste treatment facilities that also collect the heat produced during 
the process and provide it for district heating. 
  In the area of e-government which is expected to play a key role in building a smart city, 
Seoul is one of the best cities in the world for e-government. For example, Seoul has built a Digital Mayor’s 
Office that provides all this information in real time on the screen placed at the mayor’s office. 
  Seoul works continuously to share the urban solutions for sustainable development with 
cities that created based on experiences and lessons from Seoul’s rapid urbanization. To share such 
experiences and lessons, Seoul has many relevant division and specialized entities such as Seoul Institute, 
Seoul Human Resource Development Center, University of Seoul and Seoul Urban Solutions Agency. Seoul 
runs a wide range of training programs for public employees of other cities in the fields of transportation,  
e-Government, urban management, water supply, and intern opportunity for urban planning and municipal 
administration experiences. 
 
11.  Shandong  
Delegation: -  Ms. Yanfeng Li Deputy Division Chief of Shandong Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
 -  Ms. Yongyan Zhao Director of Foreign Affairs Office 
             
  Shandong is a major agricultural producer in China covering Land area of 157,900 km²  
with more that 100 millions in 17 cities. The export volume of agricultural products amounted to $17  
billion in 2017.  The province's GDP in 2017 was 1,000 billion U.S. dollars with total import and export 
volume of 264 billion U.S. dollars.  There are many strong private companies in Shandong such as Haier, 
Tsingtao, Sinotruk (heavy truck manufacturer), Hisense (a world leader in Smart TVs, household appliances, 
and mobile communication devices), Inspur group (China's leading cloud computing, big data service 
provider), Shandong Hi-speed Group Co., Ltd. (SDHS).   
  Shandong is now in active response to the new normal of economic development, 
comprehensively deepening reform and opening wider to the outside world. Shandong considers that  
sister cities and friendship cities are the important platforms and big channels for local governments to  
open and communicate with outside the world. The Agreement or MOU, as a contract between 
governments, helps increase two cities’ cooperation.  At present, Shandong province has 209 pairs of  
sister cities at all levels: 35 pairs at the provincial level, 151 pairs at city level, and 23 pairs at county level.  
Constantly, Shandong has promoted the Confucius culture, vocational education as well as platform and 
exchanges for schools and universities. To enhance investment capacity, Shandong promoted the bilateral 
investment between sister cities; for example, South Australia -Shandong High Level Working Group Meeting 
covered two-way investments between Shandong and Australia.  
  On educational cooperation, Shandong has conducted the relations with cities by generating 
the establishment of platform for exchange and cooperation in colleges and universities. Confucius Institute 
was opened in Adelaide University in 2007 with the efforts from Shandong University, establishment of 
bilingual school and conducting the Student Ambassador Project.  Moreover, Shandong has also promoted 
the cooperation in aspect of sports and science and technology including international cooperative meetings 
such as Regional Leaders’ Summit, Association of North East Asia Regional Governments NEAR, Shandong 
Gyeonggi-do Sister Cities Union, and Shandong Bavaria Strategic Partnership in order to bolster development 
and promote prosperity. 
 
12. Shanghai  
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Delegation: -  Mr. Zhu Xuzhen Senior Staff Member 
 -  Ms. Lin Wang Deputy Secretary of the Party Working Committee of the  
  North Bund Sub-District, Hongkou District 
   
  Ms. Lin Wang gave a presentation on Historic Preservation VS living Condition Improvement: 
A Case Study of the Reconstruction of Shanghai’s Shikumen Buildings.  She started by showing photos of  
Xin Tian Di, Stone Warehouse Gate, and Shikumen Buildings (both new and old) along with background of  
the decay and disappearance of Shikumen and experiences of Shanghai in urban regeneration which can be 
divided to three stages. The first stage is mass-demolition and mass reconstruction (1991-2000), during this 
period many Shimumen buildings were taken down and replaced by new buildings.  The second stage is 
continued demolition and emerging preservation (2001-2009). This period witnessed a shift in urban heritage 
reflecting how the municipal leaders viewed urban history and local culture.  The third stage is strong 
preservation through urban regeneration (2010-present).  The city’s first trial project on renovating shikumen 
buildings while preserving their historic appearance has been completed in Chunyangli, with the buildings’ 
inner structures getting a modern facelift. This is the fully government-subsidized project replaces the former 
wooden and brick inner structures — that have been rotting and pose a fire risk — with steel beams and 
other fire-resistance materials. 
  Mr. Zhu Xuzhen gave a presentation on facts and figures about Shanghai, Shanghai’s Major 
objectives in the next five years, and Shanghai as an opening city.  Shanghai is growing taller with each 
passing day with roll of driving towards the goal of turning itself into a China’s modern international 
metropolis. Shanghai should spearhead national reform and opening-up and promoting innovation-driven 
development in the new era.  As for the development goal, Shanghai focuses on becoming a moderately 
prosperous society with an initiative of being “Five Centers” such as economic, financial, trade, shipping, 
science and technology innovation center.  Development will be focused on the Shanghai Pilot free trade 
zone with rule based and effective systems. It also aims at making people enjoy a more prosperous life 
with convenient access to basic public service, elderly be satisfied, home rental and ownership housing 
system, quality of education.  The focus of development is also on making Shanghai a more beautiful city. 
  Shanghai is considered as an open city as over 30 millions of passengers through the ports 
of Shanghai every year. Noticeably, the large number of regional headquarters, research and development 
centers, multinational corporations, regional headquarters, foreign consular institutions and agencies from 
local governments from all over the world situate in Shanghai with about 350,000 foreign expatriates resident 
in Shanghai.  In addition, Shanghai has sister-city relations with 85 cities of 57countries. 
  Shanghai encourages people to enjoy a more prosperous life by accessing to basic public 
service, elderly be satisfied, home rental and ownership housing system, promoting quality of education.  
To build a more beautiful city, Shanghai measured the policies of energy intensity reduction and urban  
green area increase. Shanghai realized and valued the historic preservation together with living condition 
improvement by giving a case study of the reconstruction of Shanghai's Shikumen buildings – the traditional 
house style of Shanghai with architectural combination of Chinese and western country style. 
  In this regard, Shanghai has cooperative sister city activities such as Honorary Citizen of 
Shanghai and Magnolia Gold Award Presentation Ceremony which award for foreigners with prominent 
contributions to Shanghai's economic and social developments, Shanghai International Youth Interactive 
Friendship Camp attended by nearly 150 youngsters and their teachers from 23 countries, and International 
Cooperation Management Program for Asia and Oceania regions (ICMP) which is a multilateral dialogue 
platform cooperating each year in different themes. 
 
13. Shenzhen  
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Delegation: -  Ms. Zhang Lin  Deputy Director of Shenzhen Foreign Affairs Office 
  -  Mr. Deng Chuhong Principal Staff Member of Shenzhen Foreign Affairs Office 
 
  Shenzhen, with a rather short history of 38 years, and being much younger than most  
of the sister cities present here today, has grown from a small fishing village of 30,000 plus people into  
a metropolis with a population of nearly 20 million covering 2000 square kilometers. Apart from being 
China’s very first Special Economic Zone, Shenzhen is also a city with its distinctive charm.  Adjacent to  
Hong Kong, Shenzhen is a major city in Guangdong Province located on the south-eastern coast of Chinese 
Mainland 
  Shenzhen is the window/miniature of China’s Reform & Opening-up, and is considered  
as the first special economic zone in China.  Back in 1979 when Shenzhen set off for a path of rapid 
development, the State Council approved the designation of 4 cities in China as Special Economic Zones, 
namely Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen. Shenzhen has become one of leading innovative cities  
in China. For decades, Shenzhen has transformed from agricultural city to innovative city.  It is expected  
that the economic development of Shenzhen will overtake those of Hong Kong soon.  According to statistics, 
Shenzhen registered an 8.8% growth year on year and Shenzhen’s GDP scored 2.24 trillion yuan, (amounting 
to 35 million U.S. dollars) in 2017, 11 thousand times the size of that in 1980.  As for the latest statistics, 
Shenzhen has overtaken Guangzhou and become one of the top three cities in terms of GDP, following 
Beijing and Shanghai.  
  With such a relatively short history and the average age for its population standing at 32 
years old, Shenzhen, a young city attracting numerous young people, is characterized by vigor and vitality.  
Shenzhen is an innovative city with great appeal and substantial influence to the inland regions of the 
country. Since Shenzhen has long attached great importance to innovation, it is heralded as China’s City  
of Innovation by Forbes China. In 2017, the Shenzhen’s total research and development input exceeded  
90 billion yuan, accounting for 4.13% of GDP. The number of PCT applications has accounted for half of the 
nation’s total. 
  Shenzhen has four pillar industries--hi-tech, finance, logistics and culture. Based on its 
development in hi-tech and advanced manufacturing industry, Shenzhen strives to build up an innovative 
system for modern industries supported by the modern services.  In recent years, Shenzhen has been 
working very hard on developing 7 emerging industries such as biology, new energy, new materials, culture  
& creativity, next-generation IT, energy conservation& environmental protection. Shenzhen is also home to  
6 global Fortune 500 companies, namely Huawei, Ping’an Group, China Merchants Bank, Amer International, 
Vanke and Tencent as well as a host of leading companies with high competiveness such as ZTE and BYD. 
  Shenzhen was awarded with the UNEP “Global 500 Roll of Honor for Environmental 
Achievement 2002”.  It is known as low carbon city with the first pilot project on carbon exchange launched 
by the Chinese Government.  The city promotes using of pure electric vehicle with 74,077 New Energy 
Vehicles running on the road. 
  In 2017, the import and export volume of Shenzhen reached 2.8 trillion yuan. Shenzhen 
boasts itself of 221 international shipping routes and 30 international air routes, with its port being the third 
largest in the world, and Bao’an international airport being the sixth largest in China. 
  The delegate also presented about China High-tech Fair, called China science and 
technology exhibition, which has been successfully held for 19 years in a roll. The 2017 China High-tech Fair 
covered an exhibition area of 120,000 square meters, attracted 49 foreign delegations from 46 countries,  
and a total of 3,049 exhibitors, showcasing 10,020 high-tech projects. It drew over 59,000 visitors from 102 
countries and regions each stand received 242 professional visitors on average. In particular, China High-tech 
Fair provides a booth free of charge for every sister city. Up till now, the fair attracts more than ten sister 
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cities to participate every year, providing a golden opportunity for them to showcase their city’s cutting  
edge technologies and city landscape. 
  Shenzhen highly values the endeavor on establishing sister cities network. On one hand, 
Shenzhen takes the initiative to establish sister city relations with cities all over the world, therefore, the 
number of sister cities have registered exponential growth these years. Currently, Shenzhen has fostered 
friendly relations with 85 cities/regions in 55 countries across five continents. On the other hand, Shenzhen  
is trying to further advance the practical cooperation and exchanges with our sister/friendship cities. In 
particular, substantial progress has been made in such areas as economy and trade, culture, education,  
urban planning, environmental protection, and low-carbon economy.   

Shenzhen International Friendship-City University League was established. Consisting of a 
host of universities in Shenzhen and 27 universities from sister/friendship cities of 12 different countries,  
the league successfully set up a cooperation and sharing platform in areas such as education, science 
&technology, cultural exchanges, thus promoting the sharing and complementarity of resources.  

Shenzhen has successfully hosted 5 sessions of Shenzhen International Sister-City Culture & 
Art Week since 2007. This event has drawn around 800 artists of over 50 art troupes from our friendship cities 
to Shenzhen, putting on nearly 100 various performances for Shenzhen citizens. 

By joining hands with relevant municipal departments, enterprises and trade associations, 
Shenzhen successfully launched “Shenzhen Day” which is a comprehensive exchange program with regard  
to economy and trade, sports, tourism and some other fields in different friendship cities. 

Shenzhen created a platform for exchanges between youth makers from our friendship 
cities. The 5-day “Belt and Road” Asian Makers Camp held in July 2016 was a complete success in which 23 
youths from 7 existing and potential friendship cities from 5 countries along the Belt and Road were invited. 
This program has set up a good platform for youths of friendship cities to learn more about Shenzhen from 
the perspective of innovation and makers. 

Shenzhen hosted a series of Roundtable Conference for International Department of Sister 
Cities which includes two sessions of Roundtable Conference for Sister Cities’ Mayors as well as one session 
of Conference for Directors of International Departments from Sister cities since 2014. In May 2017, Shenzhen 
once again pioneered the Liaisons Conference for International Departments of Friendship Cities. 

Also Shenzhen organized a number of business match-making conferences for sister cities,  
to name just a few, “Shenzhen-Barcelona Investment Promotion Campaign”, “Project Match-making 
Conference for Shenzhen and St. Petersburg, as well as “Shenzhen-Brisbane” Business Match-making 
Conference, meanwhile inviting business delegations from sister cities to take part in the key fairs and 
exhibition in Shenzhen, such as International Cultural Industries Fair in May and China High-tech fair in 
November every year which have already become a regular liaison platform for us to collaborate in fields  
of economy and trade.  
  In addition, Shenzhen capitalized on the resources of the sister cities to help its local 
companies to go global through taking the initiative to learn more about the companies’ needs to expand 
their overseas market, holding sister cities introduction conferences and organizing field trips for Shenzhen 
entrepreneurs to sister cities. 
  In terms of cultural exchanges, Shenzhen gives strong support in exporting our brand 
cultural products to the overseas market by capitalizing on the sister and friendship cities meanwhile 
introducing the high-quality cultural products and art performances. In terms of educational cooperation, 
Shenzhen actively promotes the twining of sister-school relations among schools in Shenzhen and in its  
sister cities, vigorously advancing communication and exchanges of teachers and students. The Shenzhen 
Universiade International Scholarship Foundation has supported 37 students from our sister cities to study  
in Shenzhen. Besides, Shenzhen co-hosted the Summer Camp for International Sister Cities Envoys with 
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Shenzhen University, attracting around 40 university students from 11 sister cities. In terms of people-to-
people exchange and training, Shenzhen joins hands with sister cities to hold training programs for civil 
servants, dispatching 20 Shenzhen civil servants while receiving 13 counterparts from various sister cities. 
  In this regard, Shenzhen delegates introduced a communication platform named “CityPlus”, 
a non-profit intercity social network initiated by the City of Shenzhen, in order to strengthen engagement in 
the global community, empower cities and organizations to connect, communicate, and cooperate and 
support information exchange in economic, trade, humanities, science, education and other areas. Each 
registered city has its own page operated by its government or a local trusted business association including  
a list of enterprises, business associations, government departments, universities and other institutions in the 
city. Shenzhen indicated that CityPlus is a platform where companies, governments and other institutions  
can showcase their strengths, ongoing and future projects, thus providing a wealth of resources for those  
who endeavor to take their business to the next level: the global stage. Thus, the cities are encouraged to 
visit and register on www.cityplus.com. Importantly, only the government or renowned business association 
are allowed to send the request to create the City Page by writing an email to cityplus@cityplus.com and 
make a carbon-copy to guohang@sfiec.org.cn. 
 
14. Thua Thien Hue 
Delegation: -  Mr. Tran Cong Phu Director of Thua Thien Hue Department of Foreign Affairs 
  -  Ms. Ngo Thuy Dung Deputy Head of Division for International Cooperation,  
     Department of Foreign Affairs of Thua Thien Hue Province 
 
  Thua Thien Hue has Total area of 5,009 km2 with population of 1.2 million people.  It is  
a great cultural and tourist center of Vietnam with 5 tangible and intangible cultural heritages recognized  
by UNESCO.  The city has many of famous landscapes, cultural heritages and favorable tourist attractions  
and it is honored to be the first city in Vietnam to be awarded the title of "ASEAN Cultural City".   
                        Thua Thien Hue is also identified by the Government as an intensive healthcare center,  
a multi-disciplinary education and training center of high quality and a center of science and technology  
of the central region and country.  With favorable geographical location, Thua Thien Hue is an important 
economic development center of the central key economic region, the gateway of East-West Economic, 
Trade and Tourism Corridor (EWEC) linking Myanmar, Thailand and Laos to the East Sea. It also has great 
potential for production development which become its strength for economic development. 
                        Recently, Thua Thien Hue has constantly expanded international relations, fostering 
cooperation with localities and investors in Vietnam and worldwide for socio-economic development  
and improve living standard of its citizens.  The province continuously develops its cooperation relationship 
and external economic relations with ASEAN countries, Korea, Japan, and European countries in terms 
of economy, culture, tourism, heritage preservation and science and technology.  Hue also improves the 
investment environment and facilitate investors to study and carry out projects which resulted in many 
domestic and foreign investment projects in the city. 
                        Over the years, the cooperation between Thua Thien Hue and Thailand has effectively 
developed, particularly in the field of investment and tourism.  At present, there are 8 projects running  
by Thai partners in the province in the field of aquaculture and wood chip plant and forestry nursery.   
At present, Hue-Bangkok charter flights were established with stable frequency, around 34 flights with the 
number of 3,000 passengers so far.  Through these flights, Thua Thien Hue province has connected and 
promoted tourism of the two localities which in turn attracted a great number of Thai tourists and investors 
to the province.  However, the charter flights are temporarily suspended.    

http://www.cityplus.com/
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                        In August 2016, Thua Thien Hue and Bangkok signed a Memorandum of Understanding  
on the Establishment of Friendly Relations, demonstrating that the achievement in partnership between  
two cities has been developed to a new level for the mutual development and benefits in the trend of 
integration in ASEAN and the world.  Thua Thien Hue would like to continue cooperation and exchange 
experiences with Bangkok traditional partners and sister cities in the field of tourism, cultural exchanges, 
preservation and promotion of heritage values and promotion of investment cooperation. 
 
15. Ulaanbaatar 
Delegation:  -  Ms. Otgonsuren Narantsogt Senior Specialist of the Foreign Relation Department 
  -  Ms. Batchimeg Tserenminjin Expert of the Mayor’s Administrative Working Group 
 
   Mongolia is a landlocked country in North East Asia, which located between Russia and 
China.  The country is covered by Gobi desert to the south, grassland steppe with mountains to the north, 
and west. Mongolia has continental climate with 4 seasons: average summer temperature is around +25°C, in 
winters it is around −30 °C.  Mongolian economic is based on herding, agriculture, mining as well as copper, 
coal, molybdenum, gold. Agriculture and mining account 21.9 % and 18.4% of GDP.  
   Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia, is an independent municipal administrative unit,  
a major cultural, economic, political and intellectual center of country. About 1.4 million citizens live in 
Ulaanbaatar account 46% of the total population of Mongolia. Ulaanbaatar city occupies only 0.3 percent  
of the country’s territory but in terms population density it remains the highest in the country. Capital and 
financial markets are concentrated in the city and it produces 63 percent of the National GDP. There are 
seasonal flights between Ulaanbaatar to Bangkok started from January until late of March 2018. It takes  
more than 6 hours. As well, it’s possible to travel through Hong Kong and Beijing. It takes about 6-7 hours. 
   The capital Ulaanbaatar is governed by a City Council (the Citizen's Representatives Hural) 
with 45 members, elected every four years. The city council appoints the Governor and Mayor of 
Ulaanbaatar. Ulaanbaatar is divided into nine districts and each district is subdivided into khoroos, of which 
there are 152. Ulaanbaatar City has organized a lot of activities with sister cities as well as, Cultural day, 
Youth exchange program, NEAMF and others.  
   In 2017, there was 60th anniversary establishment of friendly relations between Ulaanbaatar 
and Moscow. On the occasion of this anniversary, delegates headed by the Mayor of Ulaanbaatar City paid  
an official visit to Moscow and organized “Ulaanbaatar Cultural day” in October. Within the framework of the 
event, the Archives exhibition, Today’s Ulaanbaatar photo exhibition and Art performances were organized. 
   Ulaanbaatar City has been implementing youth exchange program with friendly cities for 
more than 10 years. In 2017, the program was implemented with 4 cities from China, Russia, Korea and  
Japan. Within the framework of the program, to introduce the Mongolian custom, learn to cook Mongolian 
food, visit to Mongolian steppe, horse riding, experienced the Mongolian naadam festival and orgenized  
the joint performance.  
 
16. Wuhan 
Delegation: Ms. Nanxi Yang, Senior International Affairs Officer, Wuhan Foreign Affairs Office 
 
            Wuhan is the central city in the central part of China regarded as the country’s industrial 
base, science and education base, comprehensive transportation hub, and national famous historical and 
cultural city.  Wuhan is considered as an increasingly hefty player in national development and a city 
brimming with strategic opportunities. Wuhan aims to be a modern, international and eco-friendly national 
central city and world highlight city.   
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  Wuhan has solid industrial foundation and enormous potential for development with major 
industries including IT, life health, and intelligent manufacturing, finance, logistics and exhibition. Therefore, 
Wuhan has developed a pilot role model in pushing forward the “Made in China 2025 Initiative” by driving 
six industries such as automobile and parts, information technology, steel, equipment manufacturing, food 
and tobacco and energy & environmental protection.  In 2017, the regional GDP of the city was 1.34 trillion 
RMB which made Wuhan one of China's top 10 cities by GDP.  It is also a modern city with a string of world-
class scientific and technological achievements 

  Wuhan is a dynamic city with abundant science and education resources. It is one of the 
three areas with the largest number of talents in China where many universities, academic institutes are 
located. To build the most college students-friendly city, Wuhan has policy to encourage one million  
college students to stay in Wuhan after graduation, and to build the “Free Port” for international talents.  
  Wuhan is the city where all-dimensional functions in opening up and the city with 
international elements.  The city is the transport hub to 9 neighboring provinces and has 53 international  
and regional flight routes.  It has plan to build the shipping center along the middle reaches of Yangtze River, 
and to build the international freight trains between China and Europe in order to enhance all-dimensional 
functions in opening up of becoming a city with international elements.  Due to its appropriate atmosphere 
and factors to do business, in 2017, Forbes has classified Wuhan as one of the best cities for business on 
mainland China. That leads the implementation of the Home in Wuhan Project which encourages investors 
and potential businesses to grow in Wuhan. As Wuhan has active changes on these days, over 10,000 
construction projects are in progress in the city. It is not only growing the development, but pollutions are 
also increasing. 
  In term of cooperation relations, Wuhan hosted a Friendship City Cultural Summer Camp in 
2017 and organized Wuhan International Yangtze River Crossing Festival which is held every year on 16th July.  
In 2018, Wuhan plans to host “Seminar for Officials from Wuhan’s International Friendship Cities” in April 
2018, and China International Friendship Cities Conference 2018 in November. 
 
Bilateral Discussion Session on the 14th March 2018 
 
1.  Budapest  
   Delegates from Budapest suggested that if the BMA would like to initiate/implement any projects  
or programs with Budapest, it would be highly appreciated if the BMA send formal letter to Mayor of Budapest so 
that it will be forwarded to related agencies or organizations to consider the matter. 
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Budapest as follows: 
  1.  Drainage and Sewerage Department would like to learn from Budapest’s Best Practices 
and work in cooperation with Budapest on water management (Sewerage management and flood 
management).  Representative from Budapest had no objection in this matter and explained that water 
management in Budapest is collaboration of government/city/private companies; therefore, the 
implementation is a success.  For example, water in the fire hose pump is also clean and drinkable.   
  2.  Social Development Department would like to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products 
in any events and activities hosted by the City of Budapest.  Delegates from Budapest expressed their 
willingness to assist in this matter and gave example of event that the BMA can showcase its products such 
as Budapest Spring Fair.  Also, If Budapest has its own local brand product (Budapest Brand), the BMA will 
also provide full support.  
  3.  Traffic and Transportation Department would like to exchange, learn, and collaborate with 
Budapest in the project concerning traffic and transport development.  Delegates from Budapest also gave full 
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support on this matter as Budapest has “Creative Transportation Center” that link all sectors (cities-companies-clients) 
and has plan to use “Any Ticket System” in 2019. 
  4.  Environment Department would like to collaborate with Budapest in the low carbon 
project which also has full support from the representative of Budapest.  
  5.  Office of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Civil Service Commission would like to learn 
about types of recruitment for government officials, work health and safety, work risk management, remunerations, 
incentives, quality of life, and work process and the delegates from Budapest agreed to this matter.   
 
2.  Chengdu 
   Chengdu has an adequate potential to become a Smart City with progresses in various aspects 
such as transportation systems, information technology and public health management. 
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Chengdu as follows: 
            1.  Health Department realizes the importance of cooperation in health data base 
management by using high technologies and elder cares. The Chengdu delegates gave an example of 
inspection visit from Pakistan delegates that interested in elder cares by using advanced technology. 
            2.  The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Training and Development Institute is interested 
in human resource development and senior officials’ visit. The Chengdu delegates well acknowledged and 
offered to make an exchange of officials in aspect of information exchange and advanced technology. 
            Moreover, Chengdu University proposed to provide the undergraduate and postgraduate 
scholarships to the sister city students. For more details, the interested students are encouraged to visit 
Chengdu University’s website. 
           In this regard, the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration proposed to arrange “Bangkok's 
Sister City Week 2019” with objective to exchange and promote the cultures between Bangkok and Sister 
Cities in order to strengthen the tie of good relationships, promote the “Bangkok Brand” goods and enhance 
the image of Bangkok to be one of leading metropolitan cities. 
 
3.  Dalian  
  Delegates from Dalian expressed their appreciation and thank the BMA for successfully 
organizing this Seminar and invited Deputy Governor of Bangkok (Mrs. Wanvilai Promlakano) to visit Dalian  
in the opportune time. Delegates from Dalian proposed 2 cooperative projects namely:  
  1.  Youth Exchange Program (to be held in July 2019)   
  Dalian would like to send gifted/talented students, at the age of 10, for 20 – 30 students,  
to visit Bangkok and invite BMA students to visit Dalian (the BMA can consider the age of BMA students as it 
deemed appropriate, which can be secondary school students). The Director of BMA International Affairs 
Office had no objection on this proposal and proposed to organize this project on reciprocal basis in which 
the host city would responsible for all local expenses, except international air fare. 
  2.  Exchange Program on Exhibition at the Museum.  
  Dalian would like to bring Dalian Modern Museum to exhibit in Bangkok and invite museum 
from Bangkok to exhibit in Dalian. 
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Dalian as follows: 
  1.  Social Development Department would like to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products 
in any events and activities hosted by the City of Dalian.   
  2.  Culture, Sports and Tourism Department would like to have exchange program on culture 
and tourism  
  3.  The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Training and Development Institute would like 
to learn from best practices of Dalian on human resource management.  
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  4.  Finance Department would like to have a study visit on government procurement,  
e-bidding/e-government/e-revenue system as well as direction and strategy for urban economy management. 
  5.  Health Department would like to learn and exchange experiences on acupuncture  
Representative from Dalian would report the above-mentioned matters to the Dalian government as well as 
related government agency for their considerations. 
 
4.  Fukuoka 
  Representative from Fukuoka presented information on TACGA organization as the channel 
for connecting cooperation between the two cities.  
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Fukuoka as follows: 
  1.  Health Department is now working in collaboration with Fukuoka prefecture on project 
on Preventive Long-term Care (PLC) and would like to work more on Smart Health. 
  2.  Social Development Department to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products in any 
events and activities hosted by Fukuoka City. 
  3.  Finance Department would like to have a study visit on government procurement,  
e-bidding/e-government/e-revenue system as well as direction and strategy for urban economy management. 
  4.  City Law Enforcement Department would like to initiate project and exchange program 
on digital information technology management for cyber security and CCTV system.   
  5.  Drainage and Sewerage Department would like to have an exchange of knowledge and 
experiences on flood emergency response plan and evacuation plan after flood incident.  
  6.  Fire and Rescue Department would like to learn more about search and rescue operation in  
the aftermath of any disasters and development of integrated disaster management system.  
  7.  Environment Department would like to learn more about environmental preservation.  
  8.  The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Training and Development Institute would  
like to learn more about best practices in human resource management.   
  Eventually, delegates from Fukuoka city acknowledged the above-mentioned requests and 
had no objection. 
 
5.  Ho Chi Minh 
  Finance Department is interested in various issues such as financial management, anti-
corruption in government procurement and human resource management. The Ho Chi Minh City delegate 
took this opportunity to invite the delegates from Bangkok to have an inspection visit in Ho Chi Minh City.  
Furthermore, Ho Chi Minh City tries to develop the Model Cities such as Technology City, Innovative City  
and Education City. Therefore, Bangkok and Ho Chi Minh City will have chance to learn and share mutually. 
 
6.  Jakarta 
  Jakarta would like to have study visit in Bangkok on the following matters:  
  1.  Conservation area  
  Jakarta would like to bring a delegation of about 5 – 6 officials to have a study visit at museum, 
theatre, or conservative houses in Bangkok to learn about practices, management, maintenance, and public relations.  
In this regard, the Director of BMA International Affairs Office explained that most of the museums or conservation 
areas are not under the responsibility of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration.  However, the BMA could coordinate 
and facilitate on this matter. 
  2.  Street Food  
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  Jakarta would like to bring a delegation of about 5 – 6 officials to have a study visit on 
policy, management, and control of Street Food in Bangkok.  In this regard, the Director of BMA International 
Affairs Office was pleased to facilitate on this matter. 
  Representative from Jakarta would support delegations from the BMA who would like to 
have study visit in any fields interested.   
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Jakarta as follows: 
  1.  Social Development Department to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products in any 
events and activities hosted by Jakarta City. 
  2.  Finance Department would like to have a study visit on government procurement,  
e-bidding/e-government/e-revenue system as well as direction and strategy for urban economy management. 
  3.  Drainage and Sewerage Department would like to collaborate with Jakarta in canal 
rehabilitation, canal and river bank erosion protection and restoration, canal water management and flood 
management. 
  4.  Education Department would like to have cooperation with Jakarta in youth 
development project focusing on information technology and education for economy and social 
development.  The BMA also proposed to have network of ASEAN city schools which can be implemented  
in the form of youth camps for students from high schools or universities.  
  Representative from Jakarta acknowledged the requests and suggested that international 
affairs offices of both cities must work as a medium for further cooperation between Jakarta and Bangkok.   
 
7.  Moscow  
  BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Moscow as follows: 
  1.  Social Development Department to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products in any events 
and activities hosted by the City of Moscow and have full support from the representative of Moscow.   
  2.  Traffic and Transportation Department would like to have study visit on car sharing project.  
Representative from Russia agreed on this and suggested that the BMA send formal letter informing of the request  
at least one month in advance to Moscow so that Moscow will have time for study visit preparation.  
  3.  Drainage and Sewerage Department would like to learn and exchange ideas on Smart  
City Development and modern urban development such as flood warning point.  Representative from 
Moscow is glad to support this proposal as Moscow also has new water management policy.  
  4.  Office of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Civil Service Commission would like to 
learn about types of recruitment for government officials, work health and safety, work risk management, 
remunerations, incentives, quality of life, and work process.  Representative from Moscow then explained 
about bonus payment after the end of project implementation.   
  5.  Environment Department would like to have a study visit on urban green area.  The 
representative of Moscow was willing to support on this matter and explained that public parks are under the 
responsibility of Moscow Culture Department; however, low carbon project is not the strong point of Moscow.  
  6.  Culture, Sports and Tourism Department would like to exchange ideas and experience on 
culture and tourism and the representative from Moscow had no objection in this matter. 
 
 
 
 
8.  Phnom Penh  
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  Delegates from Phnom Penh expressed thanks and appreciation to the BMA for organizing 
this Seminar because it is beneficial for all cities to exchange ideas and knowledge as well as to concretely 
promote cooperation between cities.  
  Phnom Penh would like to have study visit in the field of education, traffic and 
transportation, food safety (general food and street food), and risk management. In this regard, the Director  
of BMA International Affairs Office showed support and expressed willingness to coordinate and facilitate 
related organizations to organize study visit for the delegation.  However, Phnom Penh should send official 
letter to the BMA informed of all necessary details such as topics of study visit, list of delegates, and 
expenses. 
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Phnom Penh as follows: 
  1.  Social Development Department to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products in any 
events and activities hosted by Phnom Penh. 
  2.  Finance Department would like to have a study visit on government procurement as well 
as strategy and direction for urban economy development. 
  3.  Education Department would like to have cooperation with Phnom Penh in youth 
development project focusing on information technology and education for economy and social 
development. Also, the department proposed the establishment of ASEAN school network which was gladly 
accepted by the representative of Phnom Penh to help pushing forward this matter and facilitate cooperation 
in the future. 
 
9.  Porto  
  Porto would like to promote investment in Porto under the initiative “Invest Porto” and 
informed that Porto is a central city that is interesting for investment because it offers privileges and 
attractive incentives to foreign companies.  
  Porto has policy to publicize and invest on culture and tourism because Porto is the center 
of historical and world heritage.  Porto encouraged people from all walks of life to participate and express 
their ideas to organize “Porto Day” event in Bangkok in order to publicize Portuguese culture and promote 
Porto tourism.  In this regard, the Director of BMA International Affairs Office showed full support and was 
interested in hosting the same kind of event in Porto too. 
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Porto as follows: 
  1.  Social Development Department would like to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand  
products in any events and activities hosted by Porto and Director of International Affairs Office invited  
Porto to showcase and sell its city products in any events or activities hosted by the BMA.   
  2.  Traffic and Transportation Department would like to learn and exchange experiences in 
public transport project management.  Representative from Porto also presented success of the past projects 
and informed of policy to promote the use of public transportation such as Free Parking Project and Metro 
Bus Corridor. 
  3.  Office of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Civil Service Commission would like to 
learn about types of recruitment for government officials, work health and safety, work risk management, 
remunerations, incentives, quality of life, and work process.  Representative from Porto informed that the  
city does not have affiliated schools or hospitals as the BMA because they are working under the central 
government.  However, Porto has municipal police under its authorization and city officials have to pay 11 
percent of their salary as their own pension in the future. 
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10.  Seoul  
  BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Seoul as follows: 
  1.  Medical Service Department and Health Department would like to organize a training project  
for the elderly care in hospital for 1 month which includes internship and training program on treatment and return  
of the Elderly as well as high technology related to this matter.  As the number of the Elderly at present tends to rise 
continuously, it is necessary to produce more professional doctors in this field and would like to learn best practices 
from Seoul.  Moreover, Health Department is interested in learning and exchanging views on information technology 
and data management for taking care and facilitating the patients (Smart health).  As for the project's expenditure,  
it is negotiable as the representative of Seoul stated that it is possible to implement this project and glad to be a 
coordinator for this project.  
  2.  Office of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Civil Service Commission would like to 
organize a training program for 15 days in Seoul aiming to study on the reform of human resource 
management system in Seoul and e-government.  In this regard, delegates from Seoul informed that WeGo 
organized 10-day training program on e-government and this can be other cooperative channel for Bangkok 
Metropolitan Administration. 
  3.  Social Development Department would like to publicize and sell Bangkok Brand products 
in any events and activities hosted by the City of Seoul.  Furthermore, the Department would like to have a 
study visit on community removal and policy on Seoul's Housing Policies (public rental housing).  Delegates 
from Seoul glad to act as a coordinator on this matter. 
 
11.  Shandong         
  After signing in Statement of Purpose on Friendship Cooperation Relations Establishment  
on 7th July 2013 and attended in many senior officials meetings, Shandong delegates desires to sign the 
Agreement of Friendship City Relations Establishment with Bangkok. Shandong well prepares the internal 
processes and expect to be operated in July 2018. 
            Shandong delegates propose to manage the signing between agencies of two cities working 
on City Cooperation Mechanism. The International Affairs Offices of two cities will sign to affirm of being city 
cooperation coordinators in various aspects, emphasizing on People-to-People Capacity Promotion by putting 
forwards the issues of education and youth development in senior officials meetings and proposing the 
intercity senior officials exchange. 
  In this regard, BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Shandong as follows: 
  The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Training and Development Institute is willing to 
have a visit on human resource management and city development and ask for Shandong’s cooperation  
to facilitate in senior officials exchange. In this connection, Shandong delegates are pleased to welcome  
the delegates from Bangkok to have an official inspection on electronic bidding (e-bidding), electronic 
government (e-government) and electronic revenue (e-revenue). Moreover, Shandong desires to provide  
the scholarships for students with Chinese language proficiency to study in an upper education. 
 
12.  Shanghai 
  BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Shanghai as follows: 
  1.  Strategy and Evaluation Department is interested in learning about Smart City and Digital 
Management with Shanghai. In this occasion, Shanghai delegates gave the examples of smart management 
such as “Shared Bike Program” by using modern technology and applicable application that people are able 
to lend the public bikes by scanning QR code. That helps reduce the registration processes, including safety 
system improvement for people such as pavement construction for the blind and online financial transaction 
(e-payment). 
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  2.  Health Department is interested in the elder cares. As Shanghai realizes the importance 
of elder cares, the number of elder care organizations under supervision of both public and private sectors 
are respectively increasing. Furthermore, the Neighborhood Centers are found to take care of people’s 
wellness and to be a channel for people to talk and share each other. 
          3.  Finance Department is interested in property management in Shanghai especially empty 
land management. Shanghai delegates stated that Shanghai is now expecting to ask for private’s land to 
facilitate people and in process of effective management study from overseas such as parking management 
by asking for private’s cooperation in parking facilitation in working hours. 
             4.  City Planning Department is interested in city reconstruction, and city landscape 
improvement of Shikumen reconstruction in Shanghai. 
 
13.  Shenzhen 
  Health Department is interested in issue of Smart Health by raising an example of big  
health data system management problem of Bangkok. Shenzhen delegates said that the big data is under 
management of Hospital Management Center. In this connection, Shenzhen delegates are pleased to 
welcome the delegates from Bangkok to have a visit of health security learning, government budget 
management, issuance of smart card which contains patient’s personal data in order to help reduce 
registration problems and time of operation. 
           In aspect of culture and education, Shenzhen delegates desire to provide scholarships as follows: 
            1.  Exchange Program for university students in sister cities that locate on “Belt and Road Initiatives” 
           2.  Master and doctoral degree in medicine cooperated by Shenzhen University. 
            3.  “SUIS (Shenzhen Universiade International Scholarship)” provided for graduate and post-
graduate students to study in Chinese language. 
           Shenzhen delegates would like to distribute and advertise the modernization of Shenzhen 
via online media “City Plus” with objective of promoting city’s image and cooperation exchange between 
sister cities in aspects of trade and economy, human resource, science and technology, education and other. 
For more information, visit website: www.cityplus.com 
 
14.  Thua Thien Hue 
            Thua Thien Hue delegates propose for the future cooperation with Bangkok as follows: 
            1.  Economy and investment – encourage private companies to invest more in Thua Thien Hue. 
            2.  Culture – support book exchange and cooperation between libraries of two cities. 
            3.  Training and education – promote youth exchange in digital content and information technology. 
           4.  Tourism – coordinate with tourism promotion agencies in order to encourage intercity tourism 
and seek opportunity to expand the number of flight between Thua Thien Hue and Bangkok. 
            5.  Senior official exchange – propose to encourage the exchange of senior officials to enhance the 
good relationship in the future. 
 
15.  Ulaanbaatar 
            Ulaanbaatar delegates anticipate to: 
            1.  Promote the relationship between Ulaanbaatar and Bangkok through senior official exchanges. 
            2.  Encourage the tourism cooperation that Ulaanbaatar will have learning experience of 
tourism management from Bangkok. 
            3.  Request Bangkok’s cooperation in youth exchanges. 
In this regard, Bangkok hopes to have a bilateral youth exchange apart from International Youth Exchange 
Program arranged by Ulaanbaatar. 
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16.  Wuhan 
  BMA’s delegates took this opportunity to discuss with Wuhan as follows: 
  Public Works Department and City Planning Department are interested in Wuhan’s city 
management administration. As Wuhan has respective growth that leads demand of construction area 
significantly increases. The effective city management administration plays an important role to expand the 
civilization in the future. Eventually, the Wuhan representative took this opportunity to invite the delegates 
and officials from Bangkok to have a visit on effective city planning management.  
           In this opportunity, Wuhan representative asked for the possibility of upgrading friendship city to 
sister city. The representatives of International Affairs Office of Bangkok stated that this matter may take time to 
proceed and supposed to have a suggestion from Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
 
Study Visit on the 15th March 2018 
  Delegation from all cities had a study visit at Preventive Long-Term Care (PLC) pilot project 
site Kaosaenched Community, site visit at Bangkok City Library, Wat Suthat Thepphawararam and Civic Plaza 
and study visit on street food policy at China Town (Yaowarat).   
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Annex A 
 

List of Delegates 
Sister City Senior Officials Seminar on International Cooperation 

12 - 16 March 2018, at Novotel Bangkok on Siam Square 
Bangkok, Thailand 

 
No. Name – Surname Position 
Budapest Delegation (Republic of Hungary) 
1.  Dr. Péter Szegvári Chief Advisor to the Mayor 
2.  Ms. Szabina Nagyváradi Chief Expert of International Relations 
Chengdu Delegation (People's Republic of China) 
3.  Mr. ZhongLaizhao 

 
Inspector (Director-General level) of Chengdu Municipal Foreign and 
Overseas Chinese Affairs Office 

4.  Mr. OuYusong Chief of International Cooperation and Exchanges Division of Chengdu 
University 

5.  Ms. Yang Qiao 
 

Interpreter and chief staff of Chengdu Municipal Foreign and Overseas 
Chinese Affairs Office 

Dalian Delegation (People's Republic of China) 
6.  Mr. Liu Jianjiu Deputy Director - General of  Dalian Foreign Affairs Office Division 
7.  Mrs. Jiang Chunmei Director of Dalian Foreign Affairs Office 
8.  Ms. Gao Yang Officer of Dalian Foreign Affairs Office 
Fukuoka Prefecture Delegation (Japan)  
9.  Ms. Keiko Yoshida Assistance Section Leader, Regional Affairs Division, 

International Affairs Bureau, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan 
10.  Ms. Motoko Kubota Representative 

Fukuoka Prefectural Government Bangkok Office 
Ho Chi Minh Delegation (Socialist Republic of Vietnam) 
11.  Ms. Nguyen Thi Tuyen Official from Division of Political and Economic Affairs, Department of 

External Relations 
Jakarta Delegation (Republic of Indonesia) 
12.  Ms. Melissa Aesthetica Technical Expert Staff, Sister City Cooperation  

Sub-Division, International Cooperation Division 
Moscow Delegation (Russian Federation) 
13.  Ms. Maria Pasugilova Consultant to the Department for External Economic and International 

Relations 
Phnom Penh Delegation (Kingdom of Cambodia)  
14.  Ms. Phan Sopheaknita Chief of Public Relations and International Cooperation Office 
15.  Ms. Khon Khema Officer of Public Relations and International Cooperation Office 
Porto Delegation (Portugal) 
16.  Mr. João Paulo Correia da Cunha Head of International Relations and Protocol Office 
Shanghai Delegation (People's Republic of China) 
17.  Mr. Zhu Xuzhen Senior Staff Member 
18.  Ms. Lin Wang Deputy Secretary of the Party Working Committee of the North Bund Sub-

district, Hongkou District 
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No. Name – Surname Position 
Shandong Province Delegation (People's Republic of China) 
19.  Ms.  Yanfeng Li Deputy Division Chief of Shandong Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
20.  Ms.  Yongyan Zhao Director of Foreign Affairs Office of Jinan Innovation Zone 
Shenzhen Delegation (People's Republic of China) 
21.  Ms. Zhang Lin Deputy Director of Shenzhen Foreign Affairs Office 
22.  Mr. Deng Chuhong Principal Staff Member of Shenzhen Foreign Affairs Office 
Seoul Delegation (Republic of Korea) 
23.  Mr. Kim Ki Hyun  Director of International Relations Division, Seoul Metropolitan 

Government 
24.  Mr. Lee Kyung Ho Manager of International Relations Division, Seoul Metropolitan 

Government 
Thua Thien Hue Delegation (Socialist Republic of Vietnam) 
25.  Mr. Tran CongPhu Director of Thua Thien Hue Department of Foreign Affairs 
26.  Ms. Ngo Thuy Dung Deputy Head of Division for International Cooperation – Department of 

Foreign Affairs of Thua Thien Hue Province 
Ulaanbaatar Delegation (Mongolia) 
27.  Ms. Otgonsuren Narantsogt Senior Specialist of the Foreign Relations Department 
28.  Ms. Batchimeg Tserenminjin Expert of the Mayor's Administrative Working Group      
Wuhan Delegation (People's Republic of China) 
29.  Ms. Nanxi Yang Senior International Affairs Officer, Wuhan Foreign Affairs Office 
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Annex B 
 
 

Speech by 
Mr. Patarut Dardarananda 

Permanent Secretary for the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration 
Sister City Senior Officials Seminar on International Cooperation 

on Tuesday 13, March 2018, at 13.30 hrs. 
At Novotel Bangkok on Siam Square Hotel, Bangkok 

............................................ 
 
Distinguished Delegates from Bangkok's Sister and Friendship Cities, 
Distinguished Guests and Media,  
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
  On behalf of the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA), I would like to extend my 
warm welcome to all of you to Bangkok and to the "Sister City Senior Officials Seminar on International 
Cooperation".   I am very much appreciated and thank you for your participation and dedicate your wisdom 
and experiences with us during these days. 
  The main objectives of this seminar are not only to strengthen our relationship but also 
encourage our friends to enhance the cordial ties of collaboration in such fields as 1) Environment and 
Quality of Life, 2) Culture, Recreation and Tourism, 3) Education and Youth Development, 4) Trade and 
Promotion and Urban Economy and any other fields you wish to share and promote our cooperation.  
  Moreover, during five days of your stay, you will have an opportunity to learn more about 
Bangkok and Bangkok’s sister and friendship cities and to build the intensive network for whom conducting 
the international relations programs. We can learn more from each other and spend time for memorable 
field trips where we intentionally provide to you. 
Distinguished delegates, ladies and gentlemen,  
  With the capability of experienced participants, I strongly believe that we should be able to 
come up with creative ideas, suggestions and plans for future cooperation that will mutually benefit the 
development of our cities.  I am certain this Seminar will be success, as we have so much to share and learn.  
  I want to thank you again for coming and to join us here in Bangkok for a fruitful discussion.  
Finally, this is an opportune time for me to declare the official opening of the "Sister City Senior Officials 
Seminar on International Cooperation". I wish you all a most pleasant stay in Bangkok, Thailand and I am 
looking forward to welcoming you all again in the future. 
  Thank you. 
 


